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The Extra Point  
by Jerry Roberts

# 64     How to Influence People You Do Business With  
You can influence the policies and procedures 
of organizations you do business with. I’m 
Jerry Roberts and it’s not about threats that 
you’ll yank your business. Not at all. This is 
next on The Extra Point. 


Most of us have favorite stores or vendors for 
certain products and services we buy. In many 
cases we’ve been doing business with them 
for years and maybe even decades.


For some of those companies I’ve been 
fortunate to connect with their owners and 
managers, and have cordial relationships with 
them. Maybe you have those, too.


Now here’s an opportunity to add to that. I 
communicate with those owners and managers, 
almost always to point out special service or a 
great attitude given by an employee. In most 
cases this results in praise and recognition, and 
encourages them (and other workers) to do 
more of it. Everybody wins.


My communications are almost always with 
those praises. I do that because I believe in 
doing it and because someday I may have to 
contact them when something goes wrong, 
and I’ve already established myself as a friend 
to their business.


It happened recently when I purchased sale 
items from one company. Their posted policy 
was that sale items were 100% guaranteed, 
and I’d returned things twice before without 
any problem.


However, the manager on duty refused to take 
the items back and argued against my 
reasoning that the company’s policy said I 
could. It wasn’t a heated conversation but I 
knew what the policy was and tried to focus her 
on that. She continued to tell me I was wrong.


I knew I was losing the argument so I figured 
“I’m going to get an Extra Point out of this if 

nothing else,” so I used an old trick to see 
how sold she was on her position.


I asked for her name and she gave me her first 
name; and then I asked for her full name. That 
got her attention and she looked at me with a 
definite question mark on her face: “Is this guy 
going to contact my boss over this?” She 
hesitated for a moment, gave me her full name 
and I left.


I emailed the general manager, whom I’ve 
known a long time, and he thanked me for my 
message. I didn’t mention the store manager’s 
name at that point. The GM said my experience 
had exposed some confusion and would result 
in them evaluating their policy on sale items. 
That was a plus for me and he added a nice gift 
as a reward for pointing out the issue. Plus, the 
items were allowed to be returned.


In a follow up email I revealed the manager’s 
name, letting him know I was impressed that 
she hadn’t caved in when I asked for her 
name. That even though I hadn’t received 
what I was after and what the posted policy 
indicated I should have, I was impressed that 
she held her ground and composure, and was 
polite throughout. I praised her for that.


I can’t guarantee every company owner or GM 
will be as responsive as my friend is, or that it 
will always work out, but go ahead, invest 
some time and energy into companies you do 
business with. You can be influential.


That’s The Extra Point. Get out there and 
make something good happen today. For 
93.3, I’m Jerry Roberts. 


###


For information on training and consulting 
services from Jerry Roberts, please click this 
link:  guamtraining.com 
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